MONTHLY REPORT—February 2018

February was a productive and fleeting month. I rejoiced in devoting myself to
compiling more lessons on The Story of Jesus project: Jesus’ Early Ministry, The
Call of 12 Disciples, and the Sermon on the Mount.
Articulated in Matthew chapter 5–7, the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus’ moral
teachings not only revolutionized the Old Testament religious principles, but also
transcends the followers of Christ to a higher spiritual plain. We will dig deeply
into these valuable lessons in three sessions.
Since we started on The Story of Jesus project last November, I have completed 16
lesson manuscripts. In addition to rehearsing for the upcoming video-recording in
mid-March, we have also feverishly worked on the on-screen graphics that will be
incorporated in the project. Generally speaking, the post-production requires more
energy, time, and efforts than the video-recording. Lord willing, we plan on
uploading these lessons to the Chinese Bible School website in mid-May.
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In April, we will celebrate the first anniversary of loading the online Chinese Bible
School videos on YouTube and YouKu. The former service is available worldwide;
the latter is exclusively available for mainland China. Thanks to the Lord, there
have been more than 13,500 views on the videos linked to the school website.
Among those numbers, more than 7,000 views were from mainland China. The
number of views is expected to grow as more videos are uploaded and more people
are aware of our website.
In addition, our stand alone video Where Do You Go When You Die on YouTube in
simplified and traditional Chinese have reached 347,900 views in total. The
numbers are growing with more than 500 per day.
We are grateful for the internet to proclaim the word of God to the Chinese around
the world 24/7. Please spread the word that more hungry and thirsty souls may be
nourished by sound doctrine.
Thank you very much for your ongoing support. Please keep our need for support
in your prayers.
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